APPENDIX NO: 3

QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME :-
AGE :-
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION :-

Q.1(i) According to you, is the fullness introduced by darts in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?
Give reason for your preference.
Yes :
No :
Reason :

(ii) According to you, is the fullness introduced by gathers in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?
Give reason for your preference.
Yes :
No :
Reason :

(iii) According to you, is the fullness introduced by pleats in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?
Give reason for your preference.
Yes :
No :
Reason :

(iv) According to you, is the fullness introduced by tucks in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?
Give reason for your preference.
Yes :
No :
Reason :
(v) According to you, is the fullness introduced by princess line in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?

Give reason for your preference.

Yes :

No :

Reason :

(vi) According to you, is the fullness introduced by smocking in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?

Give reason for your preference.

Yes :

No :

Reason :

(vii) According to you, is the fullness introduced by godets in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?

Give reason for your preference.

Yes :

No :

Reason :

(viii) According to you, is the fullness introduced by umbrella line in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?

Give reason for your preference.

Yes :

No :

Reason :

(ix) According to you, is the fullness introduced by shirring in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?

Give reason for your preference.

Yes :

No :

Reason :
(x) According to you, is the fullness introduced by A-line in the dress suitable for a person with wide hips?

Give reason for your preference.

Yes :

No :

Reason :

Q.2 Out of the ten garments stitched for a person with wide hips, give rank to each.

(i) Darts
(ii) Gathers
(iii) Pleats
(iv) Tucks
(v) Princess Line
(vi) Smoking
(vii) Godets
(viii) Umbrella
(ix) Shirring
(x) A-Line

Q.3 Is the selected type of material (mercerised Cotton) suitable for a person with wide hips.

Yes :

No :

Q.4 Is the selected type of texture suitable for a person with wide hips.

Yes :

No :

Q.5 Is the selected colour suitable for a person with wide hips.

Yes :

No :